Media update
Spring 2022

Architecture
Today

“AT has made printed media strangely relevant again in a time
when its importance had waned to an almost negligible level.”
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Architecture
Today

The Architecture Today
brand is widely respected
for outstanding design,
authoritative writing and
insightful analysis by
high-profile architects
and commentators.
Launched in 1989 with
the backing of 70 leading
practices, it continues to
be owned and run by a
small, independent, highly
committed team with
deep roots in the
architectural community.

March & April
2021

312

Architecture Today is
a multimedia portfolio
spanning print, digital,
social media, exhibitions
and events.
Our digital content and
events engage broad
audiences from across
the construction industry,
with webinars attracting
500-900 people on the
live stream, and many
hundreds more over the
following months. In total,
the recordings have
generated over 50,000
views to date.
Our controlled circulation
magazine is distributed to
13,000 key specifiers and
architects.

Architecture
Today

Architecture Today

Angus Pond
Angus Pond Architects
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“I am just so pleased to see AT in such capable hands. It looks so fresh and
sharp. The new AT has the energy we dreamt of when we first launched
the magazine. I look forward to watching future progress with enormous
pleasure and interest.”

That’s why have gone
for a new approach.
The pages that follow
give a taste of the content
and initiatives we’ve been
developing with our
partners and clients.
Our aim is to give an
insight into the way we
work and to spark
conversations and ideas.
Isabel Allen

Gort Scott Architects has
designed a private house
in the Canadian mountain
resort of Whistler.
Jay Gort talks to architect
and academic Matthew
Barac about eclectic
architectural references,
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the relationship between
sculptural expression and
family life and responding
to the unique qualities of
an extraordinary site.
Photographs by
Rory Gardiner
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Extracts from recent issues
showing the opening spreads of the
Works section and our revitalised
Specficiation section.
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The Rock

Building a sustainable project isn’t simple.
As a project evolves through the stages –
from brief, to concept and detailed design,
through to construction and handover – so
too does the team’s focus. But what needs to
remain consistent throughout all stages is a
constant and concerted effort to include
room for good decision-making around
sustainability. A project can’t be made
sustainable through the detailed design
stage alone, nor can the decision-making
be front loaded into the beginning of the
project with the hope that the end stages
will follow suit without too much effort.
Start big and decide on a direction

Sustainability has to be baked in from the
start rather than included as a later addition.
Involving the design team in decisionmaking around sustainability while the
project is still a blank canvas means they
can discuss and weigh up the pros and cons
of layouts, servicing strategy and
structural grid. The aim here is to design a
building that is efficient overall, rather than
a highly optimised floor plan where the
structure and services are woven between
rooms. Conversely, fixing the structural grid
early can lead to columns and downstands
in difficult locations with nobody willing
to budge.
Thinking about structural materials
while developing a brief is important. Early
discussions are often all about layouts with
no consideration of what the structural
frame should be, how the facade is
supported or what the service distribution
strategy is. Concepts are the important
thing here.
A steel frame requires lots of beams and
a regular grid. The most efficient structural
forms use the slab compositely with the
beams limiting the flexibility of openings.
The main consideration here is a services
distribution with deep beams – while the
typical proposed solution is heavier steel
beams to keep them above a clear service

void, a more sustainable option is obvious
but surprisingly seldom taken: pay the
designers to closely coordinate the services
with openings in deeper beams, using as
little as a third of the steel tonnage with
deeper and lighter beams.
Concrete needs aligned columns and
minimal transfers, thickenings or steps to
be efficient because all those things add
large amounts of rebar into the concrete.
Beams should be deep, and unnecessary
upstands should be avoided, requiring a
clear servicing strategy and understanding
of the floor and wall buildups. Concrete
frames can be sustainable but it is also very
easy to cater to any request for the shape it
takes, spiralling the embodied carbon out
of control. Just because you can form
everything in concrete, it doesn’t mean
you should.
CLT is traditionally used for both floors
and walls for a complete timber solution
and is definitely the most sustainable
option. Often aligning the walls with
complicated and non-repeating floor layouts
or wanting large open areas poses a real
challenge when using CLT. A better solution
is to use beams and columns that can be in
timber or steel or a mixture of the two.
Plan the building with sustainability in mind

Optional spans are especially important for
timber and steel construction. Span too far
in both cases and you will need to use a lot
more material to avoid vibration issues.
Spans over 6m in CLT and 7.5m in steel start
to be governed by vibration considerations
so optimal spans are a few metres shorter.
There has been a trend over the last decade
to provide larger and larger spans in the
interest of “flexibility of use” but there are
buildings 100 years old with 6m grids all
over the country and used for everything
imaginable. It’s best to have an honest
discussion about whether to embrace the
columns sooner rather than later.
The floor slabs are normally the biggest

AGNESE SANVITO

Truly sustainable buildings are
achieved by informed decisionmaking, constant re-evaluation,
and a willingness to change
direction as projects progress.
Engineer Alex Lynes explains the
thought processes behind four
recent buildings and offers
a checklist for optimising
environmental performance
from concept design to
completion on site

Ilford Community
Market, originally
designed by Webb
Yates’ architecture
and engineering
studio Interrobang

Ilford Community Market is a new community
food market and hydroponic farm in Ilford
town centre with stunning exposed structural
elements. Circular-economy principles are
central to the scheme, which sequesters
carbon through its glue-laminated timber
frame. By using low carbon materials,
adopting a minimal-impact philosophy and
providing numerous community benefits,
the project hopes to set a precedent for
sustainable urban markets of the future.

Kantor Centre
of Excellence
Architect: Penoyre
& Prasad
Structural engineer:
Webb Yates

The Kantor Centre of Excellence is a
combined new-build and refurbishment
scheme on a tight central London site near
King’s Cross. The new structure comprises
an exposed concrete frame from basement
up to podium level supporting a regular grid
of five floors of high-strength LVL timber
columns and beams working compositely
with thin exposed concrete planks.
The exposed concrete provides thermal
mass which helps the building achieve a high
BREEAM Excellent score.

York House
Architect dMFK
Structural engineer:
Webb Yates

Situated in the heart of London’s King’s Cross,
York House is an eight-storey refurbishment
and extension scheme providing flexible
co-working space. The building has been
significantly refurbished and topped at
roof level with a lightweight CLT extension.
In the front, a new glulam frame supports a
CLT projection, which is clad in a perforated
brick lattice set on a 45-degree angle to
add stiffness. Energy efficiency was key
throughout and has been awarded BREEAM
Excellent certification.

15 Clerkenwell Close
Architect:
Groupwork
Structural engineer:
Webb Yates

15 Clerkenwell Close is a mixed-use
six-storey building with a stone facade.
What may appear as a traditional concrete
frame clad in stone has a little surprise in
store for the keen eye. A closer inspection
of the columns will reveal ammonoid fossils,
drilled wedge holes and saw grooves
indicating that part of the story has not
been told. Concrete columns and clip
on stone have been rejected in favour of
a simple system of external solid stone
load-bearing columns.

AGNESE SANVITO

Building in
sustainability
throughout
the design
process

GUY PARKER-DENNISON/WEBB YATES

Most of all, it doesn’t
reflect the value we place
on our relationships not
just with architects and
the related professions
but with the wider
community of
manufacturers,
subcontractors,
suppliers, agencies,
communications
consultants and PRs.
We are hugely grateful for
the role you play in
supporting Architecture
Today and cementing our
position as a forum for the
exchange of knowledge
and expertise; a brand
that can be trusted to give
architects the information
that they need to do
their job.

AGNESE SANVITO

Welcome to Architecture
Today’s Spring 2022
Media Update. It’s a
marked departure from
the usual features list or
media pack - and not
before time. There’s
nothing wrong with
issuing rate cards or copy
dimensions or features
lists. (You can find them
at the back of this
document), but it doesn’t
reflect the excitement
we feel about changes to
the Architecture Today
brand; it doesn’t capture
the richness and
complexity of the
relationships we develop
with our partners and
clients and it doesn’t
communicate any sense
of anticipation as to what
the future might hold.

Speciﬁcation Works

From the editor

Mark Swenarton
Co-founder of Architecture Today
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“Every issue of Architecture Today is a great read. We love AT for its wonderful
range of scale, location and diversity of projects and subjects, its high intellectual
standards, its critical rigour, and its stylish and refined look.”
Sunand Prasad
Penoyre & Prasad Architects

East Quay

Invisible Studio and Ellis Williams
have designed a cultural centre in
Watchet, Somerset, for the Onion
Collective, a group of local women
intent on reinvigorating their home
town. Mellis Haward enjoys the
quirky eclecticism of a project
that’s a perfect match for its can-do
clients and its harbour-front site

Photographs by
Jim Stephenson and
Piers Taylor

Opening spread of Materials
Library, a regular feature that looks
at the way practices source and
specify materials and products.

Tobias Jewson (left)
and Jamie Flynn
(right) work
surrounded by
models and the
material palettes built
around each project.
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Opening spread of a building study
on the East Quay Cultural Centre,
a community-led project to
regenerate the Dorset town of
Watchet.

Materials
library
31/44
Architects

Jamie Flynn and Tobias Jewson
focus on finding lightweight lowcarbon solutions for sensitive sites
and reducing the number of
samples that end up in the skip

31/44 Architects was founded by Will
Burges and Stephen Davies in 2010 and is
based primarily in Aldgate, east London.
The practice name is derived from the
calling codes of its London and Amsterdam
offices, though the latter is now closed.
Another – a one-man-band of Benoît Sanson
– opened in Nantes as a way of “keeping one
foot on the continent”.
In London, the team of 10 work from
a single large room surrounded by shelves
displaying models and the material palettes.
Samples tend to remain interleaved with
the models until they’re reappropriated
for a new project, but there is also an
archive for regularly used materials.
Everyone chips in on researching and
calling in samples, but lately, newly
qualified architect Jamie Flynn has taken on
the role of studio “materials man”, finding
new materials and sharing them with the
team. Flynn and associate Tobias Jewson
tell us how it works.

How are material samples managed in
the studio?

Words Jessica Mairs
Photographs Agnese Sanvito

Jamie Flynn It’s up to the person working

on each project to order in materials.
We end up keeping our favourites and
going from there. Working from home,
we haven’t had our old favourites to hand
so we’ve become excited about researching
a little bit more.
My new role as “materials man” is to
organise our catalogue physically and
electronically. It’s a way to start a
conversation in the office about how we
think about materials. I’ve been creating
a super-spreadsheet of all the materials we
want to use and ranking them out of five
stars on their embodied carbon and all the
different traits.
We’ve found working from home,
everyone’s doing their own research. Great
conversations are happening over Zoom but
they’re not happening together. We thought
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Opposite: A new
gateway for South
Bank. The ground
floor is home to the
western ticket hall
and escalator
access to Waterloo
underground station.
Below: External
terraces afford
panoramic views
of the city.

Casson
Square

Patel Taylor has designed
8-13 Casson Square, a residential
tower at Southbank Place,
Waterloo. Practice co-founder
Pankaj Patel talks to client Guy
Dare about Squire and Partner’s
masterplan, crafted elevations
and transforming one of London’s
most prominent riverside sites
into a high-density mixed-use
neighbourhood and a desirable
place to live
Photographs by
Peter Cook and
Jack Hobhouse
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Opening spread of a building study on
Casson Square, a residential tower
that forms part of the regeneration
of the Shell Tower site on the south
bank of the Thames into a thriving
neighbourhood with Manhattan
densities but a very British twist.
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“VMZINC has worked successfully with Architecture Today for many years. Before the
pandemic the majority of our actions revolved around print and whilst we feel that this
still has its place, AT have helped us to create a number of very successful webinars
where audience numbers exceeded our initial expectations. This has allowed us to
interact directly with a greater number of architects than we could do previously. “
Jonathan Lowy Operational Marketing Manager, VMZINC
Architecture Today is
at its strongest when it
harnesses the expertise
of its community of
collaborators and clients.
We pride ourselves on
working creatively with
partners to develop
bespoke content that
informs and engages our
readers while offering
real value to our partners.
The case studies on the
following pages offer a
taste of the range of
content and activities
delivered in 2021.
Please do get in touch
with Midge Myatt on
07802 211619 or
midge.m@
architecturetoday.co.uk
to explore sponsorship
opportunities or discuss
thoughts about joint
projects with you or
your clients.
Awards

Partner: Schüco
Project: Excellence Awards
Purpose: Raise awareness of

Schüco products and celebrate
successful collaboration
between consultants,
subcontractors and
manufacturers.

Podcasts: bespoke
Partner: ACO
Project: Habitat Matters.

A six-episode podcast series
produced in partnership with
ACO with experts from across
the industry discussing issues
relating to biodiversity.
Purpose: Raise awareness of
ACO’s Habitat Matters campaign
highlighting the value of
biodiversity within the built
environment.

Best practice
guidance

Partner: SIG
Project: Digital, print and social

media content providing
practitioners with technical
guidance and expert solutions to
specific technical problems.
Purpose: Raise awareness of SIG
products, showcase its technical
team’s expertise and reinforce
the company’s commitment to
customer service and raising
standards across the industry.

Webinar series

CPD

on subjects of interest to the
industry including retrofit,
healthcare design, fire safety
and sustainable facades.
Purpose: Engage with UK
specifers and reinforce
awareness of Schüco’s
commitment to thought
leadership and collaborative
learning.

a building envelope
Purpose: Provide accredited
CPD learning on technical issues
and raise awareness of VM
Zinc’s expertise and technical
support.

Partner: Schüco
Project: Series of eight webinars

Partner: VM Zinc
Project: CPD webinar on zinc as

Summer school

Partners: Drawing Matter,

Hauser & Wirth, Kingston
University and Bruton School
for Girls
Project: Architectural Drawing
Summer School
Purpose: Improve diversity
within the profession by giving
young people from
disadvantaged backgrounds a
taste of architecture as a career.

Podcasts:
sponsorship

Partner: Inevidesk
Project: AT Conversations

Spring 2021. An eight-episode
podcast series capturing a range
of conversations happening
across the profession
Purpose: Raise brand awareness
across the profession and drive
traffic to the Inevidesk website
8 | 316 | November & December 2021
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“Everyone at Marks Barfield looks forward to receiving Architecture Today.
Its unique formula of in-depth case studies of high-quality architecture,
peer-reviewed by equally high-quality, thoughtful practicing architects ensures that
it is invariably a feast for the eye and intellect, as well as being incredibly useful and
informative about the practicalities of materials and suppliers used.”
Julia Barfield
Marks Barfield Architects
Standalone webinar

Digital campaign

Partner: Interface
Project: Webinar on translating

the lessons from COP26 into an
action plan for the industry
with associated
online write-up and social
media campaign
Purpose: Reinforce Interface’s
thought leadership profile in
the sustainability debate

Architecture Today
on tour
Partner: MEDITE SMARTPLY
Project: AT residency at the

COP26 House, including a
rolling programme of digital
content and live events.
Purpose: Raise awareness of
MEDITE SMARTPLY’s
involvement in the COP26
House and positioning as
industry pioneers and thought
leaders in the race towards a
zero-carbon construction
industry.
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Partner: Epic Games
Project: Series of online

Research

Partner: Geberit
Project: Online survey and

interviews with leading
architects on the use of cutting
edge digital technology plus
conference review and
associated social media
campaign.

Purpose: Raise awareness of

Epic Games’ Twinmotion and
Unreal Engine and the potential
to transform the way architects
work and to generate
registrations for Epic’s
Build:Architecture conference.

round table focus group
exploring the factors that
impact on people’s attitudes
towards their homes including
home-working, sustainability,
community and the war on
noise.
Purpose: Gain a better
understanding of decisionmaking around homes and
housing and explore the scope
to improve residential
development to reflect
contemporay lifestyles,
aspirations and concerns.

Ask the expert
Partner: VMZinc
Project: Print and online article

featuring expert responses to
readers’ questions.
Purpose: Demonstrate expertise
and reinforce company ethos of
strong customer support.
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July/August

January

August

Buildings: Culture; education
Ask the expert: Timber
Specification: Making listed
buildings energy efficient
Product spotlight:
Interiors/envelope
Launch: New products
Copy deadline: 28 January
Publication: 9 February

Buildings: Retrofit
Ask the expert:
Green walls and roofs
Specification
Product spotlight:
Interiors/envelope
Launch: New products
Copy deadline: 15 July
Publication: 27 July

Home page features
Housing
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

Home page features
Hotels & Leisure
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

February

September

Home page features
Doors & windows
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

Home page features
Interiors
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

March/April

September/October

Buildings: Residential
Ask the expert: Brick
Specification
Product spotlight:
Interiors/envelope
Launch: New products/
Futurebuild
Copy deadline: 25 March
Publication: 6 April

Buildings: Workplace;
Health & wellbeing
Ask the expert: Acoustics
Specification
Product spotlight:
Interiors/envelope
Launch: New products
Copy deadline: 16 September
Publication: 28 September

March

October

Home page features
MMC
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

Home page features
Education
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

April

November

May/June

November/December

Home page features
Well-being
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

Home page features
Energy efficiency
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

Buildings: Education
Ask the expert: Passivhaus
Specification
Product spotlight:
Interiors/envelope
Launch: New products
Copy deadline: 20 May
Publication: 1 June

Buildings: Sustainable
Ask the expert: Biodiversity
Specification
Product spotlight:
Interiors/envelope
Launch: New products
Copy deadline 11 November
Publication: 24 November

May

December

Home page features
Residential
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

Home page features
Houses
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

June

Home page features
Workplace
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors
July

Home page features
Daylight
Product collections
Interiors/Exteriors

Events

Podcasts

Digital

Print

2022 Schedule

January/February

March/April
AT Conversations
Spring Season

September/October
AT Conversations
Autumn Season

Housing delivery
including MMC

Episode 1
Tuesday 16 March

Episode 1
Tuesday 20 September

Net zero summit

Episode 2
Tuesday 23 March

Episode 2
Tuesday 27 September

Passivhaus

Episode 3
Tuesday 30 March

Episode 3
Tuesday 4 October

Education buildings and estates

Episode 4
Tuesday 5 April

Episode 4
Tuesday 11 October

Workplace, health and wellbeing

Episode 5
Tuesday 12 April

Episode 5
Tuesday 18 October

Episode 6
Tuesday 17 April

Episode 6
Tuesday 25 October

Our core events will be
supplemented by a programme
of bespoke content created
with partners.
Contact Midge Myatt on
midge.m@architecturetoday.co.uk
or 07802 211619 to discuss
opportunities and ideas.

June/July
AT Conversations
Summer Season

March 10

May 11/12

7 July

14 September

10 November

Episode 1
Tuesday 21 June
Episode 2
Tuesday 28 June
Episode 3
Tuesday 5 July
Episode 4
Tuesday 12 July
Episode 5
Tuesday 19 July
Episode 6
Tuesday 26 July
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“AT is always densely packed with the information we need to know about the
buildings we are really interested in. It’s great to read practicing architects write
about other architects’ buildings – it’s a magazine by architects and for architects.”

Square button (350 × 300)
Vertical banner (350 × 650)
Leaderboard banner (728 × 220)
Billboard banner (728 × 220)
Editorial newsletter banner (600 × 200)

Guest content

Boost brand image, deepen
engagement and deliver results.
Do you have a product or project
story to tell? Our audience of
active specifiers relies on
product manufacturers for
technical information, product
inspiration and expert advice.
Guest sections on the AT
website are designed to give
them the knowledge they need
to make informed design and
specification decisions.
All stories are entered into our
archive and are permanently
available for our audience to
discover via search.

1 month
£825
£1,200
£1,200
£1,200
£2,000

2 months
£785
£1,100
£1,100
£1, 100
£2,000

Package 2
Online feature guest content

Guest content articles appear
for one month in themed
sections on the homepage as
one of only three or four stories.
The articles remain in the
archive and are discoverable
via search or tags.
The package consists of:
Promotion via AT’s weekly
editorial newsletter.
Article: up to 500 words
Seven images, to feature inline
and within slideshows
Contact details: URL, email
and phone
Package price £825

3 months
£765
£1,000
£1,000
£1,000
£2,000

Banner advertising
E-newsletters and bespoke
emails to AT’s opt-in circulation.
Emails

Solus emails start from £1,500.
Please enquire for rates for
other options.

Print

Digital

Peter Clegg
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios

Half page
Single page
Double page

1 issue
£1,490
£2,480
£4,490

2 issues
£1,415
£2,350
£4,260

Copy dimensions

6 issues
£1,270
£2,110
£3,840

Guaranteed positions may be
negotiable on request.

Double page

Bleed size: 276 × 426mm
Trims to 270 × 420mm
Allow extra 3mm in
centre for gutter loss
Type area: 253 × 406mm

Loose inserts

We welcome loose inserts.
Please get in touch to discuss
your specific requirements.

Single page

Bleed size: 276 × 213mm
Trims to 270 × 210mm
Type area: 253 × 194mm

Half page
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Package 1
Editor’s Choice guest content

Package 3
Product collections

Standalone guest content
articles appear in the Editor’s
Choice section of the home page
as one of only three guest
content stories amongst the
editorial content for one month.
Stories also appear in the
archive and are discoverable via
search or tags.
The package consists of:
Promotion via AT’s weekly
editorial newsletter.
Article: up to 750 words
Nine images, to feature inline
and within slideshows
Contact details: URL, email
and phone
Package price £925

Guest content articles appear
in Product collections on the
homepage for one month.
They provide opportunities to
highlight product launches,
latest case studies, new
developments of specification
stories to boost brand image,
raise profile, deepen
engagement and generate leads.
The package consists of:
Promotion on themed
newsletter.
Article: up to 500 words
Seven images, to feature inline
and within slideshows
Contact details: URL, email
and phone
Package price £595

Horizontal
Bleed size: 138 × 213mm
Trims to 135 × 210mm
Type area: 125 × 194mm
Vertical
Bleed size: 276 × 105mm
Trims to 270 × 102mm
Type area: 253 × 95mm
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Architecture Today

July & August 2021

Business on top,
fun-in-the-sun on the bottom.

314

Contact Midge Myatt on
midge.m@architecturetoday.co.uk
or 07802 211619 to book advertising or
to discuss opportunities and ideas for
partner content or sponsorship.

Architecture
Today

Built Environment and
Architecture Media
2-6 Boundary Row
London
SE1 8HP

March & April
2021

312

Architecture
Today

For more information call 01284 848 798 or visit www.sunsquare.co.uk
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Cover photograph by Tim Soar

Architecturally beautiful rooflights, designed to maximise the
amount of sunlight and air flowing into any property.

